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Motivation

The application of deep learning to nursing procedure activity understanding has the potential to greatly enhance the 

quality and safety of nurse-patient interactions. By utilizing the technique, we can facilitate training and education, 

improve quality control, and enable operational compliance monitoring. However, the development of automatic 

recognition systems in this field is currently hindered by the scarcity of appropriately labeled datasets. The existing video 

datasets pose several limitations: 

1) Small-scale: these datasets are small-scale in size to support comprehensive investigations of nursing activity.

2) Lack of diversity and professionalism: they primarily focus on single procedures, lacking expert-level annotations 

for various nursing procedures and action steps.

3) Lack of localization annotation: they lack temporally localized annotations, which prevents the effective localization 

of targeted actions within longer video sequences. 



Motivation

To mitigate these limitations, we proposed NurViD, a large-scale video benchmark for nursing procedure activity 

understanding. Compared to existing datasets, NurViD incorporates characteristics from the following aspects:

1) Diverse procedure and action: It also contains 1,538 videos depicting 51 nursing procedure categories, covering the 

majority of common procedures, along with 177 action steps, providing much more comprehensive coverage, 

compared to previous datasets that primarily focus on single procedures with limited action steps.

2) Real-world clinic settings: Videos in NurViD were captured from over ten real clinical environments according to our 

statistics, including hospitals, clinics, and nursing homes.

3) Expert-level annotations:NurViD was labeled by professionals with high expertise 59 and knowledge in nursing.



Dataset Construction

1) Procedure and Action Definition

2) Online Video Crawling

3) Localization Annotation and Quality Control



Dataset Construction



NurViD Statistics



NurViD Statistics



Experiments

Procedure Classification on Untrimmed Videos



Experiments

Procedure and Action Classification on Trimmed Videos



Experiments

Action Detection on Untrimmed Videos



Limitations

1) Intended/Foreseeable Uses

2) Potential Privacy

3) Employment Risks

4) Contestability/Explainability Issues

5) Potential Regional Biases

6) Comprehensiveness of Nursing Procedures and Actions
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